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Mexico City and the Production of Housing
MARKET DRIVEN SOCIAL HOUSING || HYBRID URBANISM
The project proposes a model for mixed-use, mixed-income, high-density housing
in Mexico City in response to its extreme housing deficit and spatial segregation.
The site where this model is tested is the Modelo Brewery in Miguel Hidalgo,
one of the core districts of the city. Given its scale and its location along the
divide between one of the wealthiest areas of the city and lower-middle income
neighborhoods intermixed with light industrial uses, the site provides an interesting opportunity for redevelopment. At the crossroads of a planned Greenway, the
project creates the potential to forge greater interconnection between disjointed
neighborhoods and define new forms of public space.
The primary open spaces are central courtyards and individual gardens, as well as
a linear public space that functions as a way of forming connections both within
the site and between the surrounding neighborhoods. It is varied in scale and
topography to fit its context and surrounding uses.
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Activity Nodes
Civic programs define the edges of the public ground. These activity nodes create a variety of interactions between the civic programs and the public space. Each civic program has a distinct relationship with its site.

Hybrid: Civic+Market Rate+Social Housing+Retail+Live/Work
Incentive Zoning

Hybrid Zoning Scenarios
Given the transitional nature of this neighborhood and in response to the problem
of segregation in Mexico City, one of the main objectives of this project is to create
incentives for developers to provide civic program, public spaces and low-income
housing in combination with market rate development. The following zoning studies
are scenarios that demonstrate possible zoning incentives for inclusion of such
programs. The proposed zoning incentives allow for a higher density development,
and build on the economy achieved through quantity. It is worth noting that this
system is only feasible in urban centers where sale value of real estate far surpasses
construction costs.

Market Rate Housing+Retail+Live/Work
Zoning by-right

Hybrid: Civic+Market Rate Housing+Retail+Live/Work
Zoning by-right

Hybrid: Market Rate+Social Housing+Retail
Incentive Zoning

